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Title word cross-reference


0 [All90, All91, All93, Ano92c, Bea95, Bla90, Bla92, Bro97a, Bro97b, Bru90, Cri93, Ear93, Fra96, Gol95, Hea96, Hob91, How96b, Lai93, Lai95a, Lai95b, Luc90, Luc92, Luc95, Luc96, Luc97b, Mac93, McC90a, McI91a, McI91b, McI91d, McI91c, McI96d, McI97a, McI97b, McV93, Mil97, Nak93, Pat94, Paw90, Paw96, Plu91, Pri91, Pri95, Pri96a, Pri96b, Pur93, Rai96, She93, Sto90, Wil90, Bro97c, Gat90, Loc93, McI90, McI93, McI92, Ste95, War95, Wil95]. 0-12-634345-4 [Loc93]. 0-13-957994-X [War95]. 0-216-93324-2 [Ear93]. 0-295-96840-0 [Knu91]. 0-295-97192-4 [Han94]. 0-295-97193-2 [Han94]. 0-295-97245-9 [Ste95]. 0-295-97475-3 [Mil97].
[Fra96, McA93, McV93, All96, Bro97d, Gat90, Mci92].

[All90, All93, Bro97b, Bru90, Lai95b, Luc96, McI97a, Paw90, Sto90, Hop92, Kes97a, Pea93, Wil95]. 89-16422 [Kmu91].

[All90, All93, Bro97b, Bru90, Lai95b, Luc96, McI97a, Paw90, Sto90, Hop92, Kes97a, Pea93, Wil95].

[Akk91].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].

[All91, Hob91, How93, Lai93, Lai95a, Loc97b, Luc93, Mil91, Pri96a, Tur97, Mci95c, Ste95]. 90-5410-637-9 [Luc97b].
Yam98b, All93, AKB93, Bux92, CP94, Eml91, Gri97, HAS98, JP90, Mac97, MW92, PT95, Ros92, SRG96, TMW98, WN92. **applications** [Beg98].

**Applied** [SB97a, SB98b, BKH99, Oril98, PAL97]. **applying** [AN97].

**Appraisal** [VSJ+99]. **approach** [BW99, BBBF91, BAR99, Cad97, DS99, Gar97, Kes96d, Kes96e, Mci97d, SB98a, Bla92]. **Approaches** [ABB+98, Xia98a]. **appropriate** [DC97, WH93]. **approximate** [PBN96].

**April** [Ano91q, Ano92n, Ano93o, Ano94m, Ano96o, Ano98z, Ano99n, JM91].

**aquaculture** [McI95a, WH90b, Bro97a, Cri93, How96b, Lai95b, Lai95a].

**aquarium** [MW93, SJ95].

**Aquatic** [Hop92, McI95a, Gol95, Pea93, McI97a].

**Arabian** [AJ90, Hus92, WH97].

**Arafura** [EW96].

**archaeological** [KK93].

**archipelago** [Por94].

**Arctic** [DJ93].

**area** [AOH90, Bow90, Caz96, Cru97, HAN97b, HAS98, JM91, RF97]. **areas** [Aco94, Mil91, Nak98, SM98a].

**argentea** [PBN96].

**Argentina** [Cio91, Caz96].

**Argentine** [CS97, MMP96].

**Argentinian** [DLB91, ST96].

**Argopecten** [MJ93, SG97].

**Argyrosomus** [BK94, Gri97].

**Aristeidae** [RB96].

**Aristeus** [CCD+99, RB96, TS92].

**Arizona** [SM99].

**Armason** [McI95e].

**Assessments** [BKI96, PLW99, Mci97c, Ric91].

**associated** [HLES93, ASI] [All91].

**Aspects** [Dun99, SME95, CB97, IO98, VSJ+99].

**assemlage** [ES99, GSM99].

**assemblages** [SM97, WN92].

**association** [Mac7, PLL97, RMR+99, SLB96].

**assessed** [HMP96].

**Assessing** [CG97, FAC97, SM98b, ABB+98].

**Assessment** [AB92, Bae91, BBC+96, BEMW96, Kyl94, NHLV98, ABD94, Arg92, BRCK90, BFF99, Bla90, BREB98, Bri92, Bro97c, Cor98, DMA+91, DLB91, EL97, EE96b, FD97, FF96, FGS92, GW92, Gov95, JLP96, KW98c, LAG95, Lyo98, MP96a, MPV99, PC94, Pri96a, RAT91, RKC90, Sha94, TCA+97, UYD+94, WIL90, Xia97, Xia98a, Kes96b].

**Assessments** [BK196, PLW99, Mci97c, Ric91].

**attacked** [HLES93, PMA99].
[PM98]. attraction [HW99, PW97]. attractive [KMNM96]. August
[Ano90n, Ano93p, Ano94o, Ano95r, Ano96m, Ano97r, Ano98s, Ano99j].
aurata [KD97]. auratus [FW95, IO98, OCU96, QK96, WMCW93]. aureti
[BKH99]. Aurivillius [ELK96]. AusTED
[MMM99, MBB95, RTBD95, RM99]. Australia
[Kes96c, SB96, SB97a, SB98b, AKB93, Ano95r, BK94, BKI96, BK96, Col98,
Fle92, KLB98, Kes96a, LK96, Mon90, NW95, Pea99, SK98, TMW98,
WTHC98, WBB97, WBCG98, WT93, WMCW93, WA97, WAB98].
Australian [AJTP95, Bae91, BREB98, Gri99, KMNP97, MK97, MYMP91,
MBBD95, NW98, RTBD95]. Author
[Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano91b, Ano91c, Ano92a, Ano92b, Ano93b,
Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano95a, Ano96c, Ano97b].
Automated [PW94, Kai94]. AutoRegressions [Ste91]. autumn [DE90].
Availability [YA99]. Available [Bro97c, Pur93, McI97a].
Avebury [Mci96b]. Avoidance [Mis93, SLW97, GF92]. axillary [SME95].
axisymmetrical [LH90]. Ayres [CS98a]. azevia [And98]. Azores
[PM94, Por94, SIE99]. Azov [BSVC99].

B [Luc97b, McI93, Mil91, Phl91, Pri91, Pri96b, Sto90]. Back
[GL90, Gra99, Lai93, Lon98, Rvl90]. Back-calculation
[GL90, Gra99, Rvl90]. bacterial [FL93]. Bacteriological
[AKKD92, RKK90]. Bagridae [IO98]. Bahía [Caz96, Urb98]. Bahrain
[AN95]. Bailliere [Phu91]. Bait [He96, CSM95, FJM91, HW99, JM90,
KMT95, Lok90, Lok91, LJ92, LB95, NT96]. baited [FL94, PM98]. baitfish
[BR90]. baitfishing [BM90]. Baja [ACGMGS99, HJSNB98]. Bakun
[Kes97a]. balances [Cad97]. Balearic [MM97, QAC99, CDD99].
Balfour [Gat90]. Balkema [Ear91, Loc97b, Mil91]. Baltic
[AW90, CM99a, EE93, HAN97a, HAN97b, HLK95, Hor98, KK97, LR98,
bandfish [SP93]. Bank [BB97, BP98, CDB97, FVF94, VCMCA97]. Banks
[PL92]. Barbara [McI91a]. barbatus [LAC93, PS96, VP93]. Barents
[Asp95, GB98b, HAS98, Nak98, SHH98, TB98, Tgdb98, YA99]. barren
[Kyl96]. Barrier [NW95, WBCG98]. bartrami [YMSU97]. based
[ACC96, Ark93, DMA91, DL92, GK91, Gov95, HBB97, HG98, JB93c,
KK93, LAG93, LBK97, LCU93, Loc97a, MP96a, MJ93, MNA97, NLT99,
PLW99, PLL97, PSMSV99, PvdM97b, PBN96, PG96, SAV92, SRG96,
TJE99a, TJ99, Pun97]. Basel [Luc97a]. bases [SG97]. Basic [Sto90]. basis
[MM98]. bass [CM97, Jen91, MR93, RP92, SM99, TC92]. bastard [And98].
bathymetric [V098]. Bay
[BD98, Col98, Egg92, RT94, HAN97a, FP97, Mil99, RR93, TC92]. Bayesian
[AP96, HPM94, Sch98]. BCS [Kes97a]. be [RMR99]. Beach
[L92, VCMCA97]. beam
[CT92, FM92, GG98, Gu98, KD98b, RJS98, RHLE99, SI98]. beaming
Loc97b, Luc90, Luc92, Luc93, Luc95, Luc96, Luc97a, Luc97b, Mac93, McA93, McC90a, McI90, McI91a, McI91b, McI91d, McI93, McI94, McI95a, McI95e, McI95f, McI95d, McI96c, McI96d, McI97a, McI97b, McV93, McI92, McI95c, McI96b, McI97c, Mil91, Mil97, Nak93, Pat94, Paw90, Paw96, Pea93, Phu91, Pri91, Pri95, Pri96a, Pri96b, Pur93, RaI96, She93, Ste95, Sto90, Tur97.

Book [War91, War95, Whi91, Wil95, Wil90].

Books [Bla90, Bro97c, Hea96, Lai95a, McI95e, McI97a, McI97b, Pur93, She93, All93].

Books/Blackwell [McI97b].

Boops [TF91].

borealis [Tho92c].

boscii [CDE93, LP97a, Lan99a].

both [LHS95, She90a].

bottle [FF96].

bottom [AS91, ET91, FAC97, GW92, He96, LTT+97, MKlvD94, TLT+98, Tor91, YA99, Bro97a].

bottom-set [He96, MKlvD94].

bottomfishing [KK95b].

Boulenger [Iko96].

Boundary [Tre98a].

Bowdich [KO90].

Box [McI90].

Boyd [Bro97a].

brackish [Dol98, LV98].

brama [MKLvD94, PB97].

brandaris [MSR95].

Brazil [dCB95, Beg98, MH97, PAL97, SH97].

Brazilian [LMC98, PAL97].

bream [CA96, KDCF96, KD97, MKlvD94, PCD+98, PB97, SIE99].

brems [SMEL98].

Breeding [WH97, CP98a, McA93].

Brienomyrus [Iko96].

brightness [KW98a].

Brisbane [Ano95r].

Bristol [Egg92, RR93].

British [GW99, SB90, Vin91].

broken [GL90, PG96].

brook [AF99].

Broome [FL94].

Brown [KDD+94, Mil97, Ell93, HH90, HJ92, MPDW97, PMA95, Rob92, TKH94, VA96].

Bruce [Mil91, Mil97].

Brunei [Whi91].

brush [SU93].

Buccinum [Kid94, VSJ+99].

Buckland [She93].

Buijse [Luc93].

building [McI95c].

bullhead [JAG+99].

Bureau [Kes96c].

burnt [PG96].

Burrowing [CSR99].

bursts [MB95].

bus [KMNP97, MK97].

bus-route [KMNP97, MK97].

Bush [CK94, CMK97].

butterfish [WC95].

By-catch [AJTP95, LK96, BK94, BKI96, BK96, IVLK92, Rob92].

Bycatch [BREB98, HC99, KT98, MS98, RD95, RT94, RRdS+97, WBCG98].

bypass [JSE92].

C [All96, Bro97a, Hob91, Knu91].

Côte [ES98].

CA [How93, McI90, McI92].

Cabo [AGCMGS+99].

Caddy [Wil90].

Cadiz [Mii90].

carerulus [NMCCMLB99].

caged [HLES93, JHB96].

Calabar [NE96].

calculation [GL90, Gra99, RvLV90].

calculations [Har95].

California [AGCMGS+99, HJSNB98, Kes97a, McI90, NMCCMLB99].

Caligidae [TW93].

Callao [Hop92, SQM95].

Callinectes [CD90].

Cambridge [Bro97e, Gat90, McI91d, McI95d, RaI96, War91].

cameras [Har95, PM98].

Cameroon [GH95].

Campeche [VCMCA97].

Can [CP98b, McI97c, RMR+99].

Canada [HC99, Hur98, SB90].

Canadian [BMB98, Cha98, Mil93a, Ros92, UYD+94].

canal [PO98, GHHEE98].

canaliculatus [WH97].

Canary [HGHL99, LP95b, LP99, PL96, PL98].

Cancer [AB92, SB90].

canoe [Loc97a].

canoe-based [Loc97a].

Cantabrian [VO98].

canvus [SX91].

capacity [Coo93].

Cape [Cru97, GM91].

capelanus [PP94].

capelin [GB98b, JS98, TGD98].

Capello [Aud98].

capensis [GM91].

Capiz [BAG98].

captive [QK96].

captivity [SGK98].

capture
[ABD94, Bub96, CD90, Dic93a, Dic93b, HW99, Jen91, KW98a, MA97, Mis92, Mis93, MMH93, PJ96]. **captured** [CAI96]. **Caranx** [HLW96]. **carbo** [MNSC96]. **Carcharhinus** [LSP99]. **careful** [KT98]. **Caribbean** [Bon97, FBAM99, GMH99, RU98]. **Carl** [McI93]. **Carlo** [Che96]. **Carolina** [VWL91]. **carp** [AKKD92, Bas99, Bas00, JT92]. **carrying** [Cav93]. **Caro** [McI93]. **Carlo** [Che96]. **Carolina** [VWL91]. **carp** [AKKD92, Bas99, Bas00, JT92]. **carrying** [Cav93]. **Caro** [McI93]. **Carlo** [Che96]. **Carolina** [VWL91]. **carp** [AKKD92, Bas99, Bas00, JT92]. **carrying** [Cav93]. **Caro** [McI93]. **Carlo** [Che96]. **Carolina** [VWL91].
Common [DLB91, ST96, KD98a, MNM97, PL98, SME95].

community [Pri91].

community-based [ACC96, SAV92].

Comparative [BM93, CMK97, MMH93, Njo91, Was91, BPSW90, CDB+97, DMA+91, HG97, He96, KR96, Wal99].

comparing [WBCG98].

Comparison [AJ94, BACH99, BI97, Hor98, HR92, MKKO95, PMA95, Ped97, PPSvD95, RHLE99, SM98a, CAI96, Col90, CT92, FAC97, FBB98, KK95b, MB99, PH91, PK99, SB98b, SB98c, She98, SP93, SC96, SCP97, TJE99a, TCA+97, WF93].

comparisons [Dol98, RMR+99].

competition [SPP96].

Complementary [USS93].

complex [Har95, JS98, Ste91].

complexity [Ste99].

component [KW98c].

computed [Cri94].

Computers [Bro97b].

concentration [LBB95, TJA92, TJA94].

centers [AJ90].

conceptual [Per92].

context [Boy90, She90b].

continental [CDE93, DBJ98, FFGG94, MMPS96, NLT99, VT96].

contingent [Sec99].

continuous [SL98, WS96].

contradictory [Ric91].

contrast [KS93, KW98a].

Contrasting [SK98, Ell93].

Contributions [MG99].

control [CW95, GWGR95, GW95, She98, YNEK93].

controlling [GP99].

conventional [MB95].

convergence [MH97].

converted [PMA95].

cooperatives [BAG98].

Copepoda [TW93].

coral [Aco94, AA95, ACC96, RHO99].

Corbiculidae [RU98].

Coregonus [MMN97].

Cost [BPV95, KGM+93].

Cost-effective [BPV95].

Cost-efficient [BPV95].

costs [Egg92].

Cottus [JAG+99].

Counting [Col98].

countries [DMA+91, Ven92, Mcl95a].

country [Mcl90].

covaration [WA97].

cove [DC98].

cover [All93, Kes96b, Kes96c, Kes97a, Mcl95c, Mcl95f, OK96, Pea93, Pri91].

Cowx [All93, Luc95].

CPUE [PRMH99, VSJ+99].


crab
[GPV90, Kid94, MKLvD94, PR99, YDM95, GWGR95, GW95, GS92, GL91, LMF92a, LR96, NGH92, OK96, PG95, SHH98, WCMG91, WK90]. **effecting** [SM96]. **Effective** [IKA90, CT92, RX95]. **Effectiveness** [KMT+95, MB96, WBB+97]. **Effects** [BK96, BKB97, CD90, CfyCaL+96, EPCPW96, FF98, GB98b, Gri99, HLK+95, HJ92, LP97b, MG97, NW98, Otu90, QK96, RH90, SEJ97, SÍW91, Aco94, AF99, BMR+90, Car93, CR99, DP97, DKH99, ES99, GSSM99, GSD99, Hea96, Ho96, JAC+99, JRM99, KCS+99, Ky96, LBBB95, LT+97, LB95, McS96, RMR+99, WVL91].

**efficiencies** [MMH93]. **Efficiency** [FBAM99, AA95, Dic93a, Dic93b, FF96, FTHM96, JP90, LMMK92, LMF92b, MKLvD94, MMM99, MYMP91, MB95, Njo91, PR96, RTBD95, RM99, RN98]. **efficient** [BPV95]. **efficiently** [EBG96].

**effort** [AMON95, All93, Bae91, Car93, CfyCaL+96, DMA+91, ES99, FDD99, FK95, GSSM99, HAS98, Har95, HG97, JAC+99, KCS+99, LV98, Mil95, PT95, PSMSvd99, PV+97a, Pol91, RMR+99, SAB+93, YDM95].

**egg** [NLVF98]. **Eggers** [All96]. **eggs** [AF99, BD98, GNN+97, Rn94, VN98].

**eighteenth** [KK93]. **elasmobranch** [Luc90]. **electric** [BC93, Fra96].

**Electro** [Pri91]. **Electro-communication** [Pri91]. **electrofishing** [FBAM99, LCU93]. **electrophoresis** [DVY95]. **electrophoretic** [Pla93].

**Eledone** [WMB92]. **Elemental** [Thr99]. **elements** [ELCM92, GF92]. **Elliott** [McI95c]. **Ellis** [War95]. **Elsevier** [McI91a, Sto90]. **Embryonic** [JDDK95]. **emerging** [Ste99]. **emigration** [AMON95]. **Empirical** [CAB99, CP94, FVMH96, FDD99, PI93]. **employed** [Jen91]. **employing** [ME99]. **enabling** [Azu95]. **encountering** [SLW97]. **Encrasicholina** [MG99]. **encrasicolus** [Du97, GNN+97, KD90, Mil99, Tu99]. **end** [GFM94, LT+97, LR96, OK96, PCEF98, TLT+98]. **endangered** [Luc97a].

**Endocrine** [Pic93]. **Endocrine-induced** [Pic93]. **ends** [SLB96, SPP97].

**endurance** [He91]. **energetics** [Bla92]. **energy** [Tor91]. **England** [Bla90, AB92, Lyo98, TJE+99b, TJ99]. **English** [Dun99, JHF93].

**Engraulidae** [MG99]. **Engraulis** [Du97, GNN+97, KD90, LL96, Mi99, Tu99]. **enhanced** [TM93].

**enhancing** [N94]. **ensis** [CTCN93]. **entangling** [Aco94, LMMK92, LMF92a, LMF92b]. **entitlements** [Sun93]. **environment** [Das99, PPS93, McI95a]. **environmental** [CM99a, LL96, Or98, SRSR90, WT92, W93, Pri95]. **environmentally** [BEMW96]. **environments** [Wen92, McI91b]. **eperlanus** [PRMH99].

**epidemics** [BBF94]. **epidemiological** [NYK93]. **epidemiology** [Whi91].

**Epinephelus** [LVIG90]. **epistemological** [Ull98]. **EPR** [ESNA95].

**equation** [LLS97]. **equatorial** [LSP99]. **equilibrium** [Cad96]. **equipped** [RRdS+97]. **Erlend** [Bro97b]. **Erratum** [Bas00, EE96a, HCF+99a, IH95b].

**error** [CP98b, CM97, SL98]. **erythrinus** [PL98, PS96, SME95]. **escape** [ABR98, BKB97, GWGR95, GW95, LTS98, MPMHW99, SLB96, SLW97, TM98, YF92]. **escape-gaps** [TM98]. **Escapement** [GK91, GW92, AP96, Cri94, EPCPW96, RJS98]. **escaping**
[Ano91l, Ano92a, Ano93i, Ano94k, Ano95i, Ano96p, Ano97p, Ano98p, Ano99f].
Fecundity [Ism95a, CQB94, GHHEE98, YAM98a]. fed [HLES93]. federal
[Tho92a, SBM98]. Feed [PC91]. Feeding
[CS98a, LMTE97, PP94, RJR91, SGK98, VP93, Du 91, Du 95, FJM91, GM91, Iko96, JM90, Løk90, SH97, VO98].
Fennoscandia [JAG99]. Ferguson [Bru90]. ferruginea [PL92]. fibulatum [Hus92].
field [AH93, EE96b, SBK95, JB93a, RTBD95]. filamentosus [MR97]. filleted
[LVIG90]. fillets [Asp95]. filtered [EMS95]. fimbriata [KO90]. fin
[BRCK90]. Fine [AF99, CA99]. finfish [SS93]. fingerprint
[Dah96]. Fingerprinting [DRE97]. Finlayson [McI97c]. finned
[Ark93, SH97]. Finnish
[RL90, SM96, Sip98, VA96]. firms [MG92]. First
[TCA97]. Fish
[All96, Ano92a, Bas00, BBBBB91, EE96a, FP99, Fra96, HCF99a, HF90, IH95b, Luke92, McI90, MMS96, LRL92, RF99, SM97, ADNT94, AS91, AJ90, AT91, BW99, Bla92, BV95, BBF94, BSV99, BEM96, BK94, BK96, Cad97, CL95, CW98, Che96, CP98b, CA95, Col90, CP94, CB98, Das99, DK96, DK97, Eck98, EL97, ES99, ET91, ESN95, EKP93, EGR97, EBG96, FAC97, FBB98, FBAM99, GB98a, GF92, GWGR95, GW95, Gob98, GW92, GBL97, GG98, GL91, Gri97, GGBC92, Gui98, HB97, Han93, Han97a, HM95, HGC94, HJ92, HG98, Hus92, IKA90, IASS96, IVL92, JT96, KS93, KTM95, KNN96, KW98a, Kly98, KD98a, KD98b, KW98c, LF93, LF99, LTS98, LT92, LLS97, LM98, Lek91, LL95, Lu97a, LMA99, Lyo98, LHS95, MA98, Mac97, MSP97].
fish [MP96a, MM97, MA97, McA93, McI93, McI96c, MS91, MSWP93, MR97, MG92, Mil96, ME99, MNS96, M99, NW95, NGH92, Or98, Otu90, Pau96, PL92, PK99, PPS95, PS95b, PS96, PS99, Pic93, Pic92, PM93, Pow96, PB93, PM98, RL90, RL92, R91, RH99, Rob92, RMR99, RHLE99, Sch91, TJA92, TJA94, TL99, Tre98a, TF91, TSS97, U94, VS97, WN92, War91, WBB97, Xia97, Xia98a, YNEK93, Bru90, Hea96, She93, Ali90, Ear93, How96b, Mac93, Piu91]. fish-processing [MG92]. fish-releasing [IKA90]. fished
[MMPL98, MHWP99, PBHS94b, PB97]. Fisherian [Sch98]. Fisheries
[Ano92c, Ano95e, Ano95r, Bis92, DK97, EE95, EE96a, FSS99, Fra96, FP97, FB97, Kes96a, Kes96b, Kes99, Luke92, McA93, McI93, McI96c, McI92, Pri95, Sym97, Tho92a, Whi91, Acq92, AAP96, All93, ACC96, Ano90e, Ano91f, Ano91g, Ano93g, Ano93h, BFP99, Beg98, Boo99, Boy90, BK96, BSA92, Bro97b, CY91, Cha98, CLZ97, Clu98, Cor96, DMA91, DC97, DP97, FD97, FDD99, GH95, Gar97, GHR99, GMHR98, GBL97, GAA99, Hoe98, HU94, HLW96, HJSN98, Hug98, KT98, KK95a, Kes96a, LPSS98, LMNP98, LP95a, LTT97, Mat92, McI95e, McI97d, Mi95, MBT99, MBB95, MNJ91, MM98, Pat94, Pau96, PH91, Paw96, PJ96, Pea99, PVM96, PSM9D99, Pvd97a, Pvd97b, PW97, PG94, Pol91, RTBD95, Ros92, SIW91, SH98, SBSW99, SAV92, Sid91]. fisheries [Ste96, Ste99, SP94, SC96, SPP96, SCP97, SB90, SMB98, Sum98];
Tho92b, TS92, Ul98, Ven92, VS97, YB96, You98, Ano94g, Gar97, McI97d, Loc93, Bea95, Luc95, McI95d, Wil90, Ano91e, Ano92d, Ano93f, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano97c, Ano97d, Bro97c, McI97b, McI96b, Nak93]. fishmen [Ama90, SM98b].

fishermen [MSP97]. Fishery [AM93, AA94, BP94b, IH95b, Kes97b, MFCG98, MH90, San93, She90b, AL95, AK93, AJTP95, BBC96, BAG98, BRCK90, BMR+90, BREB98, Bri92, BAR99, BK94, BK96, BPvD+92, CCD+99, Col98, DCS99, DC98, DKL99, ET91, EW96, Fle92, FM92, FS94, Fri95, Gob94, Gov95, GSR94, Gu98, HC99, HBB97, HGHLC98, Hur98, IH95a, KW91, KMN97, LF99, LL96, LBK97, Lon99b, MMPL98, MMPH99, MK97, McI95f, MS98, Med98, MCC90b, MNM97, Mts96, NMCCML99, fn94, Nor95, Op91, PT95, PB92, PLL97, PMSV99, PWM95, PBHS94b, PBN96, PdP93, QAC+98, RMXP93, RD95, Rob92, RU98, SBR98, SB96, SB97a, SB98b, San96, SF91, SRG96, SD90, Ste90, Sto90, Tho92c, TMW98, Urb98, VSJ+99, VCMCA97, WMCW93, WAB98, YDM95]. fishery [YB96, dCM94, dS91, dS94, Bla90, Kes96c]. fishery-effects [DKH99].

groenlandica [NGH92]. grooved [Sid91]. ground [CP98a]. groundfish
[GSM99, Ken96, KPH+96, Mil93a, RX95, RN98]. groundfishery [Cha98].
grounds [CA99, Ken96]. group [TG95]. grouper [Har95]. grouping
[Erz90]. groups [DLT92]. Growth
[CM99b, CGG99b, CGG99a, Duil97, ES98, GH95, GFM99, Gov94, GW99, Ism95b, MNA97, RB96, RR93, SJ97, dS91, AAP96, And98, Ark93, AGA98, BLQ91, Bas99, Bas00, CRLG95, CDE93, CL95, CMGB99, Clio91, Cru97, Dol98, DK95, Duil95, Duil98, Fra95, GM95, GL90, GM97, HQ91, HAN97b, HG93, HJ92, Iko96, JT92, KD90, KRS97, KBKO99, Kd94, KDCP96, KD97, LPP96, Lan99a, LPP+98, LSP99, LLS97, LR90, LP99, MBH99, MP97, MG97, MJ93, MKKO95, MNS96, MS95, NE96, NLT99, OM98, OB97, PH91, QK96, RvLV90, RH90, RR93, SS95, SC97, TF91, TF94, VT96, WTHC98, WS96, Was91, WT93, WA97, YMSU97, dS94, vdWB97]. grunt [AOH90, TR94].
GTZ [Hop92]. Guadalquivir [GL91]. Guadeloupe [FBAM99]. Guaíra
[AMON95]. Guayas [CD90]. guide [MA98]. Guimarães [All91]. Gulf
[Cio91, EL97, IH95b, SPP96, VP93, Bon97, GR94a, IH95a, KRS97, LFT91, MFCG98, Meg91, MNA97, NMCCMLB99, RD95, RTC99, WH97]. Gulland
[All90]. gummy [WTHC98]. Gunderson [Pat94]. Gustaf [Whi91].
guttatus [EE95, EE96a]. Gymnammodytes [DHY95, MMV98].
Gyroactylus [BM93, JB93a, JB93b, MM93].

H [Ano92c, Brn90, McI91d, McI95a, McV93, Pri96b, Sto90, War91, Wil95].
Haan [AN95, Sid91]. Habitat [CP98a, EMJ90, GK91, HMR96]. habitats
[JAG+99, Loc93, WN92]. habits [Iko96, LMTE97, VP93]. Hackney [Hop91].
haddock [GS92, HCF+99a, HCF+99b, LR96, SLB96]. Haemoglobin [DJ93].
Haemulidae [AOH90]. Haemulon [TR94]. hairtail [YB96]. hake
[CA99, CAB99, Du 96, GM91, HC99, NLT99, RF97, VO98, Paw96]. half
[CT92]. half-angle [CT92]. halfbeak [LTS97]. Halibut
[Kai94, DBJ98, HQ91, HGN99, KT98]. Halitod [PdP93]. Halitosis
[HGC97, HG97, McS94, McS96, SB96, SB97a, SB98b, SJ97, WA97, WAB98].
Haliporoides [OM98]. Hall [Ano92c, Bea95, Bla92, Bro97a, Bro97b, Ear93, Fra96, Hob91, How96b, Luc92, Luc96, Luc97b, Mac93, McI91c, McI96c, Nak93, Paw96, Pri95, Gol95, McA93]. Hallegraeff [Whi91]. Ham
[Bas00, Bas99]. Hamilton [JT92]. Hanabe [Ear91]. hand [SRC96].
hand-jig [SRG96]. handbook [McV93]. handline [San93]. Handling
[Mac93]. Hard [Pri91, All93, ET91, Kes96b, Lai93, McI95e, McI95f, Pea93].
Hardback [Bro97a, Bro97b, Bro97d, Cri93, Lai95a, Loc93, McI96d, McI97a, Paw96, Pri96b, Pur93, Tur97, McI95d, McI96b]. hardcover [All90, Paw90].
harengus
[DE90, GB98b, HLP+95, Hol94, Hol96, JM91, Mis93, TGdB98, TG95].
harness [HM99]. harp [NGH92]. Harris [McI91c]. Hart [Luc97b]. harvest
[Ark93, JM90]. Iowa [Bru90]. Ireland [SG98, ABR98, Bri92, Bri95, BAR99, TJE+99b, TH95]. Irish [ESNA95]. irrigation [JS94]. ISBN [All90, All91, All93, All96, Ano92c, Bea95, Bla90, Bla92, Bro97a, Bro97b, Bro97c, Bro97d, Bro97e, Bru90, Cri93, Ear91, Ear93, Fra96, Gat90, Gol95, Han94, Hea96, Hob91, Hop92, How93, How96b, Kes96b, Kes97a, Knu91, Lai93, Lai95a, Lai95b, Loc93, Loc97b, Luc90, Luc92, Luc93, Luc95, Luc96, Luc97a, Luc97b, Mac93, McA93, McC90a, McI90, McI91a, McI91b, McI91d, McI91e, McI91f, McI95a, McI95e, McI95f, McI95d, McI96c, McI96d, McI97a, McI97b, McV93, Mci92, Mci95c, Mci96b, Mci97c, Mil91, Mil97, Nak93, Pat94, Pwal90, Paw96, Pea93, Plu91, Pri91, Pri95, Pri96a, Pri96b, Pur93, RaI96, She93, Ste95, Sto90, Tur97, War91, War95, Whi91, WiI95, WiI90]. Island [ACC96, McI95c, RU98, MMN97, FBAM99, KK95b, MS91]. Islands [CCD+99, HGHLC98, MNM97, YAM98a, EE96b, ABB+98, BRCK90, BMR+90, FD97, Fri95, FB97, LP95b, LP99, PL96, PL98]. Isles [Vin91]. ISSN [Kes96c, Whi91]. issues [Ste99]. Istriophoridae [Fri95]. Italian [LAG93]. iterative [LLS97]. ITQs [Tow98]. iuy [OB97]. IV [GR91, RMR+99]. ix [All93]. IXa [Aze95]. Izu [YAM98a].

J [All90, All96, Bea95, Bla90, Hop92, Knu91, Luc90, Luc92, Luc97b, Mac93, McI95a, Nak93, Paw96, Plu91, Pri96a, Pri96b, WiI95]. Jack [OM98]. Jack-knife [OM98]. jacobaeus [MP96b]. James [McI90, Mci92]. January [Ano90k, Ano91m, Ano92k, Ano93r, Ano95p, Ano96i, Ano97k, Ano99q]. Japan [Mil91, OM98, YAM98a, YNEK93]. Japanese [CSM95, MS98, NYK93, WC95, YAM98a, YDM95]. japonicus [CS97, FTHM96, LL96, PPS93, YAM98a]. Jasus [JB93c, MB96, TMW98]. Java [PVDM+97a, PVDM+97b]. Jay [Whi91]. jelly [BSVC99]. Jenkinsia [FB97]. jig [SRG96]. jigging [NW98, PM94]. Jizan [AOH90]. Jobling [Pri95]. John [Cri93, Lai93, Luc96, Mci97c, Pri96a]. Jolla [McI90]. José [Cio91]. Joseph [Luc92, McI90]. Jr [Loc93]. July [Ano90i, Ano95k, Ano95r, Ano96r, Ano97m, Ano99p]. June [Ano92j, Ano94i, Ano95n, Ano96n, Ano97s, Ano98t, Ano99m, STM+97]. Juvenile [MPDW97, BF97, BK94, BKKB97, Coo93, Eck98, GM97, Jen91, Mon90, MNA97, MW93, NM99, Rob92, SZ98, Sve95, TW92]. juveniles [PC91, SSMdC95, VM97].

Kong [CTCN93], Korea [Par98], Kousa [Ear91], Kramer [Pri91], Krasyukova [Mil91], Kribi [GH95], Kroyer [TW93], Kruse [All96], kuruma [FTHM96], Kuwait [Sid91], KwaZulu [CMGB99], KwaZulu-Natal [CMGB99], Kyushu [OM98].

L [How93, Loc93, McI95a, McI97a, Whi91]. L.

[AB92, AW90, AGA98, Asp95, BM93, BD98, dFB90, Bow90, CNW92, CS98b, CSR99, CK94, CMK97, CWG+91, DJ93, DUL96, Do98, DKH99, Du 91, Du 95, DK95, Dul97, EMJ90, ELi93, FBF90, FJM91, GFM99, GNN+97, Han90, Han97a, HAN97b, HLK+95, He91, HLM91, HLES93, HH90, HJ92, Hol93, Hol94, Hol96, Ism95a, Ism95b, JB93a, JB93b, Jen91, JM90, JAG+99, KD90, KR97, KKC97, KDCF96, KD97, KR96, Lan99a, LV98, Lan99b, LHML97, LPH+98, LUC93, MKLV94, MNN+97, MPDW97, Med98, Mil99, NNG98, ORK98, PC91, PMH99, PB97, RF99, RP92, RVLV90, RJR91, Rub94, SD94, Sal91, SU92, SGK98, She90a, SJ95, STM+97, Smi90, SP93, Sve95, TF91, TF94, TW93, TH95, TK94, VA96, VO98, VMT97, Vin91, Wes98, YA99, dSD97].

Laboe [AKKD92]. Laboratory

[BM93, JM90, SBK95, AF99, Kid94, GWGR95]. Labrador

[Bow90, BM90, She98].

Labrax

[PP94, CM97, Was91]. Lacustrine

[DMA+91, EMJ90, MPDW97]. lacustris

[LJ96]. Lagoon

[PB97, BM+97, She98].

Lagoons

[LS98, LS99, PVM+96]. Lagos [SU93].

Lake

[Kyl94, Njo91, TJA92, Ama90, AJ94, SM99, Bis92, CS98a, FAC97, GGB92, KK95a, MP96a, MS96, NN94, Otu90, PS99, PBN96, PB93, SM96]. lakes

[ADNT94, CB98, HJ92, KV96, LT92, RL90, RLR92, RLS92, SM96, Sip98, UYD+94, VA96, Arg92, Luc97b]. lalandii


[PPsv95, PWWM95, SEJ97]. lantern [Hu92]. large [CM99a, FvMH96, HAS98, HCG97, HM99, KMN99, LLW96, MK97, MDB92, NE96].

large-mesh [LLW96]. large-meshed [MDB92]. large-scale [HGC97].

large-scaled [NE96]. largemouth [SM99]. larvae

[CCV+98, Du95, Du97, Du98, JM91, RJ91, SRvD95]. Larval


[CA99]. lead [MDB92]. learn [CW93]. Lee [LAI93]. Legal [Chn98].

legislation [Kes99]. lemon [JHF93]. Length

[MJ93, PVDM+97b, Aco94, Bas99, Bas00, BI97, CA99, Car93, CG97, CLGK97, DK96, DK97, ERZ90, GVG90, GBL+97, GoV94, Hor98, Hsu99, KK93, MMklv94, MG97, MKKO95, MNA97, MS95, PMA95, PLL97, PS95b, SQM95, SJ97, TJA92, TF91, VO98, WS96, WBC98, XIA99, dSD97]. length-at-age [MG97]. Length-based [MJ93, PVDM+97b]. length-cohort
length-converted \[PMA95\], length-dependent \[CLGK97\], length-frequency \[BI97, Erz90, KK93, MNA97, MS95, SJ97, TF91, WS96\], length-structured \[CG97\], leniusculus \[GW99\], lentic \[JAG^+99\], lentjan \[Was91\], Lepeophtheirus \[TW93\], Lepidorhombus \[CDE93, LPP96, LP97a\], Lepidotrigla \[CCA97\], Lepomis \[KK93\], lepturus \[MH97\], Leslie \[FBF90, JP90\], lesser \[DV95, MMV98, PLW99\], Lethrinidae \[Was91\], Lethrinus \[Was91\], level \[BSVH99, CWG^+91, Kyl94, Pol91\], levels \[KGM^+93\], leydei \[BSVC99\], Life \[MNM97, PL96, BHS99, BL93, FFB97, GR94b, Loc97b, PBHK94\], lift \[Mts96, RDG96\], lift-net \[Mts96, RDG96\], Light \[CWG^+91, SD91, TS92\], likelihood \[SPC93\], Limanda \[PL92\], limit \[Cad97, CCV^+98, LFT91, WA97\], limitations \[Tre98a\], limited \[S.94\], Limnothrissa \[Mts96\], Lindberg \[Mil91\], line \[CAI96, SIW91\], linear \[Cru97, GAA99, PH91\], Linnaeus \[Dun99, JDDK95, LMTE97, SME95, Wen92\], Linné \[LBBB95, TGdB98\], Lions \[MNA97\], list \[Ano96w\], Lithognathus \[BKH99, KDCP96\], Little \[VLAM93\], littoral \[PAL97, TG95\], live \[HM95, How96a\], lived \[MRB96\], liver \[BN92, Bha94\], Living \[Cha98, Hop92, MCI95a, EKP93, Pea93\], Liza \[MKK95, NE96\], Lloyd \[Hea96, She93\], lobster \[Car93, Cru97, EE96b, JB93c, Med98, MR96, RB93, TMW98, TCA^+97\], lobsters \[EE95, EE96a, MB96, SK98\], local \[NGH92\], location \[RJS98\], lochs \[KDD^+94\], Lockwood \[Bl90\], locus \[Em91\], logic \[CW95\], logistic \[CD96\], logs \[CM96\], Loire \[Rob92\], Loliginidae \[GR94b, PBHK94\], Loligo \[ABB^+98, CQB^+94, CDB^+97, GR94b, GSR94, MCDP94, PBHS94b, PBHS94a, PBHK94, PHG^+94, PM94, Por94\], London \[Ano92c, Bea95, Bla92, Bro97b, Fra96, GOL95, Hob91, How96b, Luc92, Luc96, Luc97b, Mac93, McA93, McC90a, Mcl91c, Nak93, Paw90, Paw96, Plu91, Pri95, Pri96b, Wil95\], Long \[HQ91, Ken96, Kly98, CM96, Dah94, MCI94, Mor93, SIW91, WBCG98\], long-line \[SIW91\], long-range \[Mor93\], Long-term \[HQ91, Ken96, Kly98, CM96, Dah94\], longfin \[CS98a\], longjehalnis \[Iko96\], longimannis \[LSP99\], longirostris \[LAG95, Lev96\], longline \[HBB97, HR92, HF90, KT98, Ken96, Lok91, LB92, LB95, LP97b, Pol91, SIE99\], longlines \[He96, HGN99, NT96\], looking \[JLMP96\], Lophius \[MB99\], Loricariidae \[AMON95\], Loss \[SFM91, BKB97, He96\], losses \[CW98\], lost \[LV98\], lotic \[JAG^+99\], Louisiana \[RRDs^+97\], low \[Bha94, BMB97, He91, MBD92, Tro97\], Lowe \[GH95\], lower \[WN92\], Lowery \[McC90a\], lowland \[GW99, KD98b, LMA^+99\], Loxechinus \[GM95\], Ltd \[Bla90, Bro97c, MCI97a\], Lubuk \[HU94\], Lucas \[ACGGMGS^+99, LAG95\], lucioperca \[HAN97a, HAN97b, MKLV94\], lucius \[HM99, SD94\], lumpsucker \[Hol93\], lumpus \[Hol93\], lunar \[Gri99, Otu90\], lutjanid \[MR97\].

M \[All96, Bro97d, Ear91, Ear93, Knu91, Loc93, McC90a, MCI91a, MCI97a, Pur93, Ste95, War95, Whi91\]. M. \[GM91, VA96\], mackerel
macleayi [AJTP95]. MacLennan [Nak93]. macracanthus [LC99].

Macrobachium [ES98, FF96, FF98, Yam98b]. macrochirus [KS93].
macrophthalma [SP93]. Macroscopic [KK97, Hol94]. macrozooplankton [Kyl96].
dardus [EL97]. made [Ama90, KK95a]. Madeira [MNSC96].
macerati [AJTP95]. MacLennan [Nak93]. macracanthus [LC99].

Macroscopic [KK97, Hol94]. macrozooplankton [Kyl96].

Manzalah [Bis92]. Mar [Hop92]. Marasco [All96]. March [Ano93m, Ano95l, Ano96s, Ano97u, Ano99k]. Mare [HG98].


Maturation [GHHE98, SMEL98, CM99b, CTCN93, CQB+94, KK97, PM94]. maturity [CM99a, PHG94, SFW91]. maxima [LBBB95, AW90]. maximum [HH90, SPC93]. maximus [BF97]. May [Ano90m, Ano93q, Ano95j, Ano96s, Ano97n, Ano98r, Ano98x, Ano99i].


Northwest [BMB98, Knu91, Bow90, Bri95, Ken96, CM99b, RSB+98]. northwestern [AMIA98, AM93, GLGB94, MSR95, SRG96, KK95b].

norwegianus
oriental [Yam98b], oriented [Pea99], origin [RF99], original [EMS+95].


other [OtO90, PL92, PPSvD95, RL90, SiW91]. Otolith [LAA+94, SZ98, VSG99, Du95, Gra99, LHML97, MBH99, MNA97, NLT99, PG96, VM97].


ownership [Sip98]. Oxford [AlL93, Bro97c, Hea96, Lai93, Luc95, McI95e, McI96d, McI97a, McI97b, Pur93, She93]. oxygen [LBBB95]. oxytetracycline [PC91]. oyster [MM96, PKH+95].

P [Hop92, McI90, McI97a]. Pacifastacus [GW99]. Pacific

[DPB91, Han94, IH95a, IH95b, MS98, Tur97, YMSU97, Coo93, DAB92, FL93, HQ91, HF91, JH97, KT98, Kly98, LLL98, MRF96, NT96, NMCCML99, OB97, PPS93, SZ98, SBSW99, Zhe96]. page [Pur93]. Pagellus

[PL98, PS96, SME95, SIE99]. pages

[Mci97c, Ano90n, Ano90k, Ano90i, Ano90m, Ano90l, Ano90j, Ano91q, Ano91o, Ano911, Ano91m, Ano91n, Ano91p, Ano91k, Ano92n, Ano921, Ano92o, Ano92k, Ano92j, Ano92i, Ano92m, Ano93o, Ano93l, Ano93i, Ano93m, Ano93q, Ano94m, Ano94o, Ano94k, Ano94l, Ano94n, Ano95i, Ano95p, Ano95n, Ano95k, Ano95l, Ano95j, Ano95o, Ano95m, Ano95q, Ano96o, Ano96m, Ano96v, Ano96p, Ano96l, Ano96n, Ano96r, Ano96t, Ano96s, Ano96u, Ano96v, Ano97r, Ano97t, Ano97o, Ano97p, Ano977, Ano977, Ano97m, Ano97u, Ano97n, Ano97q, Ano97i, Ano97l, Ano98z, Ano98s, Ano98q, Ano98w, Ano98p, Ano98t, Ano98-27, Ano98v, Ano98r, Ano98x, Ano98y, Ano98u, Ano98o, Ano98o, Ano99i, Ano99i, Ano99f, Ano99q, Ano99m, Ano99p, Ano99k, Ano99h, Ano99g, Ano99j, Ano99j].

Pagrus [CAI96, FW95, OC99, PL96, QK96, WMCW93]. pagurus [AB92].

paid [McI90]. paintings [McI90]. pair [GFH94]. Pakistan

[ATJ91, TJA92, TJA94]. Palaemonidae [ES98, FF98]. Paleolimnological

[UYD+94]. Pandalus [Tho92c]. pandora [PL98, SME95]. panel

[Bri92, BK96, Ken90]. panels [ABR98, BK94]. panga [BB97, BP98].

Panulirus [EE95, EE96a, Med98]. Paper [McI95c, Han94, Han94].

paperback [Bro97c, Bro97e, Mil97, Pri96b, McI96c, McI97c]. paradigm

[Cad96]. paradox [Lon99a]. paradoxus [GM91]. parahaemolyticus [SS93].

parameter [CP98b, MJ93, SJ97]. parameters

[Aus95, BHS99, CL95, Che96, HG93, HLF+95, LP95b, NGNH91, Otu90, PCD+98, PR99, S.94, SU92, TF91, WS96, Xia98b]. parametric

[PCS96]. Paraná [AMON95]. Parapenaeus [LAG95, Lev96]. parasita [CS97].


particular [She90a, Wes98]. pass [LMA+99]. passages [Bro97c]. passive


[DCPM93, Iri91, LF99, RF97, SRMdC95]. Patch [McS96]. pathogen [LF93].


Population [Avs95, CQB +94, ELK96, LS99, MM96, MPVB98, MS95, M91, MdCP94, NGNH91, OB97, PL98, RUS99, SU92, SD90, AM93, AM95, All90, BMB97, CCA97, DE90, DKH99, ELK99, FF96, GR91, HGC94, HH90, KES97a, LHLM97, LC99, MP96b, MS97, MSWP93, PS92, PRMH99, PP98, PVTM +97b, PBHS94b, PR99, PKH +95, PM98, RB93, RTC99, SB98a, S91, Ste99, Sve90, Tu99, TH95, W99, WMC93, dC93, dS97]. populations [BP96, BSVH99, Bri95, CL95, CP98b, Cio91, CGG99a, DRE97, Ell93, FAC97, GS93, GM97, GUI98, KDD +94, LAN99b, LMC98, McS96, MM98, PK99, PKH +95, RTC99, US93, VMT97, Wen92, All96, Luc93].


Poza [RU98]. pp [All90, All91, All93, All96, Ano92c, Bea95, Bla90, Bla92, Bro97a, Bro97b, Bro97c, Bro97d, Bru90, C93, Ear91, Ear93, Fra96, Gat90, Han94, Hea96, Hol91, Hop92, How93, How96b, KES96a, KES96b, KES96c, KES97a, Knu91, Lai93, Lai95a, Lai95b, Lok93, Log97b, Luc90, Luc92, Luc93, Luc95, Luc96, Luc97a, Mac93, Mac96, Mat90, Mcl91a, Mcl91b, Mcl91d, Mcl91c, Mcl93, McI94, Mcl95a, McI95e, McI95f, McI95d, McI96c, McI96d, McI97a, Mcl97b, Mcl92, Mcl95c, McI96b, Mli91, Mili97, Nak93, Pat94, Paw90, Pav92, Pau93, Pfi93, Pri91, Pri95, Pur93, Ral96, She93, Ste95, Sto90, Tur97, War91, War95, Whi91, Wil90]. practical [EE96b, Guu98, Xia97]. practices [CCJ +99, EGER +97, WK93].

predictions [PI93, UIl98]. predictive [CP94, DLT92, TS92].
Predominance [DBJ98]. Preface [BP94a]. preference [FJM91].
Preliminary [AS91, GRG94, SJ95, ZM92, NW95, RJR91]. preparation
[Gra99]. presbyter [LP99]. presence [GB98b, WS96]. present
[LHS95, Nak98, Por94]. presoaked [LJ92]. Press
[Bro97e, Bru90, Gat90, Han94, How93, Knu91, Loc93, McI91d, McI94,
McI95d, Mei96d, Mei92, Mei95c, MiI97, Pri96a, Rai96, Ste95, War91, Wil95].
pressure [SFM91]. prevalence [Hol96]. previous [LHS95].
preference [FJM91]. preliminary [AS91, GRG94, SJ95, ZM92, NW95, RJR91].
present [LHS95, Nak98, Por94]. presoaked [LJ92]. Press
[Bro97e, Bru90, Gat90, Han94, How93, Knu91, Loc93, McI91d, McI94,
McI95d, Mei96d, Mei92, Mei95c, MiI97, Pri96a, Rai96, Ste95, War91, Wil95].
pressures [GK91]. prevalence [Hol96]. priorities [Cha98].
Pristipomoides [MR97]. Pritcher [Paw96].
probabilities [DK91]. probability [BSV99, HW99]. problems
[ Kes96d, Mei92, Ros92, UIl98, WN92, Xia97]. procedure
[BMB98, Hol94, MG92, Pun95, TF94, SHH98]. procedures [Hol94, MA98].
Proceedings [Hop92, Kes96b, All96, Tur97]. process [KK97, LMNP98].
processes [JB93a, JB93b, Kes97a]. processing
[CF99, Ear93, LL95, MG92, PW94]. produced [Qui93, TMD97].
Production [TW93, Eml91, FP99, HJ92, Kly98, KyI94, Lon99a, PT95,
PW97, PBN96, Pun95, Rob92, SB90, SG97, SL98, Xia97, Xia98a].
production-model [Pun95]. Productivity [SB98a]. products
[Lok91, Hol91]. Prof. [Gar97, McI97d]. Professional [Ear93, Scp98].
Program [All96, Han94, Eg92, Tur97]. programming [MNJ91]. programs
[Bra93, Sto90]. Progress [Lai95a]. project [TB98]. Proliferative [FB93].
prometheus [LP95b]. Promethichthys [LP95b]. propagated [EE93].
propagation [NYK93]. proper [AW90]. properties [FS94, LR95, MN92].
Property [Beg98, Tow98]. proposed [KK97]. prospects [Lai95a].
Protected [Sum98]. protecting [DN98]. protein [Bha94, DVY95]. provide
[Fle92]. provident [McI91d]. Province [EGR+97]. provision [BRCK90].
Psammobidae [Ur98]. Psenopsis [WC95]. Psetta [AW90, LBBB95].
[Luc95, Lip99]. Published [Hea96]. Publisher [Ano97v]. Publishers
[All91, Bro97d, Ear91, Kes96b, McI95f]. Publishing [McI96b, Sto90]. Puerto
[AA95, RAT91, TR94]. Pullin [McI95a]. pulsed [BC93]. punctifer [MG99].
puntazzo [VM97]. Purdon [McA93]. purpose [MA97]. purpuratus
[MJ93, SG97]. purse [Fle92, MN92, MDB92, Mis92, Mis93]. pyrodinium
[Whi91].

Q [Pri96b]. Qatar [AAP96]. Qld [Ano95r]. quadrituberculatus [WZ99].
Quality [AVIG90, HLi+95, RL90, RLR92, RLS92, RKK90]. Quantification
[CMGB99]. Queensland [RT94, Wen92]. Quinn [All96]. quota
[San93, SB96, SSB97a]. quotas [MiI93a].
[WBCG98]. Reproduction
[OM98, GH95, GHHEE98, GW99, OB97, SQM95, WA97, dS94].

Reproductive
[LS98, MMN97, Mi99, WC95, CTCN93, GFM99, Hus92, Iko96, LR98, MG99].
requirements [Cad97]. Res [Bas00, EE96a, HCF+99a, IH95b]. Resazurin
[RKK90]. Research
[Ano95e, DK97, McI95a, AA94, Ama90, BAG98, Bon97, DN98, DP97,
EE96b, Nak98, fN94, Loc97b, McI95f, Pat94]. response [CAI96, HW99].
responses [Kyl94, LLW96, ZS97]. restriction [MMV98]. Results
[AP96, NLV98, RJ91, VN98]. Retained [KLB98, LBK97]. retention
[SHH98]. return [She90a]. returning [YNEK93].

[All90, All91, All93, All96, Ano92c, Bea95, Bla90, Bla92, Bro97a, Bro97b,
Bro97c, Bro97d, Bro97e, Br99, Cri93, Ear91, Ear93, Fra96, Gat90, Gol95,
Han94, Hea96, Hob91, Hop92, How93, How96b, Kes96b, Kes96c, Kes97a,
Knu91, Lai93, Lai95a, Lai95b, Loc93, Loc97b, Luc90, Luc92, Luc93, Luc95,
Luc96, Luc97a, Luc97b, Mac93, McA93, McC90a, McI90, McI91a, McI91b,
McI91d, McI91c, McI93, McI94, McI95a, McI95c, McI95f, McI95d, McI96c,
Mci96d, Mci97a, Mci97b, Mci97, Mci97c, Mii97, Mii97, Nak94, Pat94, Paw90, Paw96, Pea93, Pup91, Pri91, Pri95, Pri96a,
Pri96b, Pur93, Ral96, RS98, She93, Ste95, Sto90, Tho98, Tur97, War91,
War95, Wh91, Wil95, Wil95, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e,
Ano98f, Ano98g, Ano98h]. review
[Ano98i, Ano98j, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Bri93, CA95, HJH+93,
Hurr98, LB92, PS92, PW97, Qui93, Ros92, RTC99, TB98, WH90b]. revised

Rhinelepis [AMON95]. rhizophorae [MM96]. Rhizoprionodon
[MFCG98]. Richard [How93, McI91b, She93]. richardsonii [SS95]. Ricker
[Cri94, S.94]. Rico [AA95, RAT91, TR94]. rig [CBB97]. rigged [SB98c].
rights [Beg98, SAV92, Sip98, Tow98, dCB95]. rigid [IVLK92]. Rimov
[Kub92]. rings [GM95]. Rio [Nor95]. RISSO
[Avs95, Avs94, CRL95, CCD+99, CDE93, LP97a, SME95, TS92]. Ritches
[McI94]. Rites [Bro97e]. River [ATJ91, ELK99, Iko96, PK99, SMT95,
SRSR90, TJA94, V97, VLAM93, WN92, dCB95, BSVH99, FF96, GW99,
HML97, KD98b, LMA+99, She90a, Sm90, Yam98b, AMON95, BK94, CK94,
CMK97, FP99, GL91, Han90, HU94, Hug98, IO98, LK96, Lye98, SI98].

Robinson [McV93]. rock [Cru97, JB93c, LVI90, MB96, TMW98]. rockfish [PCEP98, SIE99].

RNA [CCV98]. RNA/DNA [CCV+98].

roach [BBF94, HMP96, KR96, PRMH99].

Robert [Lai95b].

Roberts [Plu91].

Robinson [McV93].

rock [Cru97, JB93c, LVI90, MB96, TMW98].

rockfish [PCEP98, SIE99].

Rodrigues [All91].

Roger [Pea93].

rohita [AKKD92].

role [BHS99, BFP99, EL97, GMHSR98, Har95, WH90a, dS91].

rose [LAG95].

Rosenfield [Pea93].

Rover [McI95a].

Roubaud [McI95b].

RouDi [LP95b].

rough [LS93].

roughy [SB97b].

route [KMNP97, MK97].

ROV [NM99].

royal [Bae91].

rubra [HGC97, HG97, SB96, SB97a, SB98b, WA97, WAB98].

Rudolphi [Asp95].

rule [She98].

rules [O'N93].

Rutilus [BBF94, HMP96, KR96, PRMH99].

S [Bro97e, Ear91, How96b, Luc92, McC90a, McI94, McI95a, McI97a, McV93, Pri96b, Urb98, War95, LS93, LLS97].

SA [GHHEE98].

sablefish [HF91, KT98, LFT91].

sac [JDDK95].

saddle [PCD+98].

Safe [CCJ+99].

sagax [Fle92].

Saharan [CDB+97].

Salami [Sto90].

Sainte [GGBC92].

Sainte-Croix [GGBC92].

saithe [Du91, HCF99, HCF+99a, HCF+99b].

sajori [LLS97].

Sakagawa [Kes96b].

Salamanca [RU98].

salar [BM93, CK94, CMK97, EMJ90, Han90, JB93a, JB93b, JAG+99, Loc97a, MPDW97, RF99, S1W91, She90a, SJ95, STM+97, Smi90, SMT95].

salaris [BM93, JB93a, JB93b].

salmo [BM93, CK94, CMK97, EMJ90, Ell93, Han90, HH90, HJ92, JB93a, JB93b, JAG+99, LV98, Lan99b, LCU93, Loc97a, MPDW97, PMA95, RJ98, RF99, Rub94, S1W91, She90a, SJ95, STM+97, Smi90, SMT95, TW93, TKH94, VA96].

Salmon [Mun90, Pur93, Tre98b, AP96, Azu95, BM93, BHF99, BPD90, Bri93, Coo93, CK94, CMK97, Egg92, EMJ90, Em91, EE93, FL93, GKI91, GS93, Han90, HM92, HJH+93, JB93a, JB93b, Jen90, JAG+99, Ky94, Ky96, Loc97a, MPDW97, MCC90b, NT96, NYK93, PM93, Qui93, RF99, RR93, S1W91, SBSW99, She90a, She90b, SJ95, STM+97, Smi90, SMT95, TM93, TW93, US99, VLAM93, WH90a, WH90b, Mil97, Paw90].

salmonoid [LF93, Pic93, RJ98, SI98, Wil95, YNEK93].

salmonids [Azu95, Bri93, Bru93, Buc93, FB93, HH93, MM93, Rob93, WK93, dC91, Han94].

salmoninarum [FL93].

salmonis [LF93, TW93].

Saloum [Gui98].

salpa [vdWB97].

Salps [MPMC97].

saltwater [Rub94].

same [CA99, DP97].

Sample [Erz90, KK93, PR99, PM94].

samples [CT92, dS97].

samples [SS93].

Sampling [RDC96, TJ99, All93, BACH99, CL95, CCJ+99, ESW97, FBAM99, FF98, GW92, GS92, Hol96, KGM+93, KR96, LM98, MP96a, MK97, PAL97, PVDM+97a, PR99, TJE99a, TJE+99b, TW92, WBB+97].

San [ACGMGS+99, Loc93, Cio91].

sand [BKB97, LP99, Wen92].

sandells [DVY95, MMV98].

Santa [MML6, RSM99].

Sardina [CCV+98, Du95].

sardine [AMIA98, CCV+98, Du95, Mts96, NMCCMLB99, PVDM+97a, PVDM+97b, Ste91].

sardine-anchovy [Ste91].

Sardinella [GH95].

Sardinops [Fle92, NMCCMLB99].

sargus [MG97].

Saronikos [KRS97].

Sarpa [vdWB97].

SAS [Mli93b].

Satchell [War91].

saturation
[CD90]. **Saul** [Sto90]. **Saunders** [Phu91]. **saxatilis** [MR93, TC92]. **scabbard** [MNSC96]. **Scad** [dB90]. **scale** [AL95, ACC96, BKB97, FvMH96, GBL+97, HGC97, HGLC98, KK97, MR93, O’N93, SAV92, SRG96, SPP96, WF93]. **scale-loss** [BKB97]. **scaled** [NE96]. **scales** [Beg98, TH95, Ste95]. **Scaling** [McI95d]. **scallop** [Cio91, MYMP91, MJ93, SG97]. **scallops** [Col98]. **scanning** [MKS99, PB93, SI98]. **scattering** [Tre98a]. **Scavenging** [LF99]. **Schaefer** [DCS99]. **Schilbe** [ELK99]. **Schizothorax** [SS95]. **Schmule** [Fra95, TF94]. **school** [AJTP95, FGS92, Hol96, Tre98b]. **schooling** [AJTP95, FGS92, Hol96, Tre98b]. **school** [AJTP95, FGS92, Hol96, Tre98b]. **schools** [GF92, LLW96, Mis92, Tor91]. **Schreck** [McI93]. **sciaenid** [Gri97]. **Sciaenidae** [Caz96]. **Sciaenops** [GR91]. **Science** [Ano95r, Bro97c, Bro97d, Hea96, Kes96d, Sto90, Ull98]. **Sciences** [Kes96c]. **Scientific** [All93, Lai93, McI97b, Mil91, Pur93, She93, WBCG98]. **scientists** [McI96c]. **Scomber** [CNW92, CS97, CWG+91, JHB96, Mis93, PPS93, YAM98a]. **Scomberomorus** [CMGB99, DAB92, EL97, Gov94, Gov95]. **Scombridae** [CS97]. **scombrus** [CNW92, CWG+91, JHB96, Mis93]. **scope** [Gul98]. **Scophthalmus** [BF97]. **Scotia** [HC99]. **Scotland** [Du 91, GSSM99, MSWP93]. **Scottish** [BM93, KDD+94, PBHK94]. **scouting** [Mil96]. **screening** [Hol94]. **Scyllarid** [SK98]. **SE** [Han90]. **Sea** [AOH90, All96, EW96, Han94, JH97, Kes97a, MMPHW99, Psa93, QAC+98, SP93, WMB92, A90, CG97, CA96, CCJ+99, DLB91, GG98, JP90, KDCP96, KD97, LV98, Lan99b, MDMG+93, MSWP93, MiI91, NT96, OKS98, Rub94, SMEL98, She90a, SJ95, SIE99, SG97, TW93, Tur97, ABR98, AGA98, Asp95, Avs94, Avs95, BSVC99, Bri92, Bri95, BAR99, CAA97, CS97, DE90, Das99, Du 95, Du 96, Du97, ES99, GB98b, GNN+97, GM97, GSSM99, GSM99, HAN97a, HAN97b, HAS98, Hol93, Hus92, Ism95a, Ism95b, IB99, IZJ993, JAC+99, JT96, KD90, KBO99, LTT+97, LR96, MPL98, MHWM99, MS95, Nak98, OB97, Ori98, PLW99, PLL97, RB96, Rub94, SH98, SZ98, SG98, SP94, SPP97, TJE+99b, T99, TB98, TLT+98, TGD98, TH95, V98, VM97, Was91, WZ99]. **Sea** [YB96, YA99, McI91d]. **sea-ranching** [OKS98]. **seabirds** [Fur94]. **seabream** [SME95]. **seafrozen** [LVIG90]. **sea** [KK95b]. **seal** [BPJD90, NGH92]. **Seaman** [Loc93]. **search** [MiI97, Sym97]. **sea** [Chu98, ES99, Fur94, GSSM99, GSM99, JAC+99, KC97, MS98, RMR+99, CLZ997]. **seashore** [McI91c]. **season** [HMP96, KBO99, LR98, Med98, Tro97]. **Seasonal** [Dol98, CLZ997, HG93, K090, PS99, PHG+94, VO98]. **Seasonality** [ET91, FVF94, GHHE98]. **seatrout** [HGC94]. **Seattle** [Knu91]. **Second** [Phu91, Ano95r]. **section** [Pur93]. **sections** [MDB92, ZM92]. **sediment** [AF99, ATJ91, Bro97a, TJA94]. **seine** [Fle92, LT92, MN92, Mis92, Mis93, PAL97, VCMCA97]. **seines** [Jen91, MDB92]. **seining** [TSS97]. **SELECT** [TMW98]. **selected** [FBB98, GBL+97]. **Selection** [WH93, BC93, GS92, HCF+99a, HCF+99b, NW95, OCU96, PCS96, PCEP98, PR99, Pow96, WMCH92]. **selective**
[Ken90, LB95, MG97, TSS97]. selectivities [TLT+98]. Selectivity
[CNW92, FM92, FTHM96, KW91, MMPL98, MMPHW99, AA95, BACH99,
CP94, EC98, GFM94, Gob98, HGC94, HR92, HGN99, Jen91, LTT+97, LB92,
LMMK92, LMF92a, LR96, Mac92, MKlD94, MHWMP99, MW92, Mi93b,
Mts96, OK96, PPSvD95, PS95a, PS96, PB97, RP92, RP99, Sa91, SME95,
SMEL98, SPC93, SIE99, SPP97, TOSM96, TMW98, YF92, Yam98b].
Semenora [Bro97d].
Semi [SIE99, BEMW96, LMF92a, RMXP93].
Semi-pelagic [SIE99, BEMW96, RMXP93]. semi-trammel [LMF92a].
semisquamatus [DVY95, MMV98]. semisulcatus [AN95, Sid91].
Senegal [Gui98]. separation [SMS99]. separator [AS91, CBB97, HC99, IVLK92,
TOSM96]. Sepia [BD98, Dun99, GHHEE98, dSD97]. September
[Ano90j, Ano91k, Ano92m, Ano95q, Ano96q, Ano99o]. Seri [Whi91].
Series [All91, Ano92c, Fra96, Luc92, McA93, Pri95, AN97, FK95, KR96,
Par98, SC96, SCP97]. serpulid [KCS+99]. Sessile [McI91c].
several [MB96]. sex [Bux92, KBKo99, LS99, McI96c, PHG+94, TJA92, dSD97].
sex-ratio [KBKo99]. Seychelles [MR97]. shad [DRE97]. shallow
[GHL98, MKS99, RAT91, Tho98, Tre98a, Tre98b]. shape [HL90, MR93].
Shark [MS98, BN92, Bon97, CP98a, Cor98, DN98, HJSNB98, KK95b, LSP99,
MFCG98, SBM+98, WTHC98]. sharks [Hur98]. sharpnose [MFCG98].
Shearer [Pur93]. shelf [DBJ98, ES99, FFGG94, GSSM99, GSM99, HB97, JAC+99,
KCS+99, Lan99a, MPPS96, NLT99, RMR+99, RF97, TMK92, VS97, VT96].
Shell [CS98b]. shellfish [SS93]. shelter [HML97]. Shetland [BTBP98, STM+97].
Shield [UYD+94]. shielding [CSM95]. shift [LMTE97]. Shifts
[MS91, Cad96, HMP96, Ste96]. shoals [LL95]. shore [LT92]. Short
[TC92, Ark93, BRCK90, MRB96, SH97, SRA96, WBCG98]. short-duration
[WBCG98]. short-finned [Ark93, SH97]. short-lived [MRB96].
Short-term [TC92], showing [GP99], shown [VS97]. Shrimp
[Ken90, AM93, CCD+99, CTCN93, ES98, EW96, FBAM99, HAS98, IVLK92,
JS98, LAG95, OM98, PR99, RB96, RD95, Rob92, RRdS+97, SM98b, Tho92c,
TW92, VWL91, WBB+97]. shrimps [CCHW95, WT93]. Shuttleworth
side-scanning [MK99]. sidescan [Tre98b]. Siganiidae [WH97]. Siganus
[WH97]. sight [LP97a]. signal [ESNA95, LL95, Tor91]. significance
[BSVH99, Buc93, PW97]. Sillago [BK97]. siluroid [ELK99]. Silva
Simple [Mac97, BSVH99, LCU93, WS96, Xia98a]. simplex [TF94, Asp95].
Simulated [BKB97, CS98b, CSR99, MB95]. simulation
[BPVd+92, LPSS98]. simultaneous [FAC97, JLM96]. sine [CT92, Gui98].
Sine-Saloum [Gui98]. single [DCPM93, RHLE99, SB98c]. sinking
[MB92]. sirm [KW91]. situ [CM97, JHB96]. situations
six [AJ90]. **Size**

[Mis92, Mis93, S.94]. six [AJ90]. **Size**

[Gob94, GS92, HCF+99a, HCF+99b, Jen91, JB93c, LB95, MHWMP99, SPP97, TMW98, BKH99, BBBF91, BAR99, BPvD+92, CA99, Car93, CM99a, Che96, CfyCaL+96, CP94, Dah94, Dol98, EPCPW96, Erz90, FX96, Fle92, Gob98, HB97, HGC94, HH90, HJ92, IZJ93, KD98a, LB92, LFT91, MG97, NW95, NW98, OK96, OCU96, PCS96, PCEP98, PR99, RHO99, SD94, Sal95, SPC93, WK90, WBCG98, WA97, Yam98b, dC93]. **size-** [BPvD+92]. **size-at-maturity** [CM99a]. **Size-based** [JB93c]. **Size-selective** [LB95, MG97]. **Size-selectivity** [TMW98]. **size-specific** [BKH99]. **sized** [Eck98]. **sizes** [AB92, DKH99, MA97, SLB96]. **Skagerrak** [BF97, DE90, JM91, TG95]. **skin** [LHS95]. **Sledges** [TW92]. **slope** [DBJ98]. **Small** [ACC96, O\'N93, SPP96, AL95, Eck98, FF98, GBL+97, HGHLC98, How96a, KW91, MCC99b, PT95, RLR92, SMEL98, SAV92, SRG96, YF92, Yam98b]. **small-meshed** [KW91]. **small-pelagics** [PT95]. **Small-scale** [ACC96, O\'N93, SPP96, AL95, GBL+97, HGHLC98, SAV92, SRG96]. **smallmouth** [CM97]. **smarls** [lsm95b, TF91, TF94, VT96, VMT97]. **smelt** [CS98a, LP99, PRMH99]. **Smith** [McI95d]. **smolt** [JSE92, MPDW97, STM+97]. **smolts** [SJ95, SMT95]. **smoothed** [EMS+95]. **snakehead** [dS94]. **snapper** [Har95, MPVB98, OCU96, QK96, WMCW93]. **snapper-grouper** [Har95]. **so-iuy** [OB97]. **Soak** [Aco94, MR96, LP97b]. **soaking** [LMF92b, YDM95]. **Social** [McI97c]. **Society** [McI93]. **sociological** [McI97c]. **sockeye** [Ama90]. **Sources** [BPD90, Ric91]. **South** [AKB93, BB97, BP98, BKH96, CM99b, FVF94, Gov94, Gov95, KLB98, LK96, Pea99, SS93, WAB98, And98, Car93, CDB+97, Col98, GBL+97, HU94, KBBKO99, LMC98, OM98, RAT91, SME95, SM97, SM98a, SMEL98, Bux92, Giri97, Har95, JB93c, LLL98, MS91, MRB96, SPP96, VVL91, vdWB97]. **south-east** [Col98]. **south-eastern** [LMC98]. **south-west** [BL+97]. **south-western** [OM98, RAT91]. **southeast** [ELK96, JB93a]. **southeastern** [MP97, MPVB98, NW98, GMHSR98]. **Southern** [LLL98, RA96, AGA98, AV94, MP98, Bon97, CQH+94, GFM99, GM95, HH90, KKH97, MFCG98, MH97, MS94, PS99, SH97, SHE98, SMS99, TMW98, WTHC98]. **southwest** [Car93, San93, BBC+96, SD90]. **southwestern** [AA95, CfyCaL+96, LSP99]. **Spanish** [DAB92, EL97, GLGB94, GRG94, GSR94, LNN99a]. **sp** [Eck98]. **Spain** [Mili99, CCV+98, FFGG94, GL91, GR94b, SA94].
Sparidae [BB97, FW95, PL96, PL98, QK96, WMCW93, vdWB97]. sparids [GM97]. Sparus [KD97]. Spatial
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